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See how Bolt books can
inspire your readers today!
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Info-graphics that allow students to work 		
with the text in new ways.

GRADES

PRICE

Lo-reading levels … guaranteed!

L E N GT H

Hi-interest content kids want to engage with.

TITLES
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Bolt is dedicated to meeting struggling readers where
they are. This unique brand of Hi/Lo/Info books is
redefining publishing for this audience with:
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Here at Black Rabbit Books, we believe every single
child has the ability to become an awesome reader.
We’re taking this belief and creating books that
will capture and fire imaginations in even the most
reluctant readers.

B O LT F E AT U R E S YO U CA N CO U N T O N

INTRODUCING . . .

BOLT BOOKS
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REVIEW
All-American Fighting Forces

SOCIAL
STUDIES

“The All-American Fighting Forces series
introduces the subject of prejudice in the

Continue diversity discussions and open readers’ eyes with this sixbook series. African Americans, American Indians, and other groups
committed heroic acts to protect their country. But they did so while
overcoming violent discrimination. With primary source photos,
infographics, and leveled text, the All-American Fighting Forces books
are almost as strong as the men and women they’re about.

armed forces by focusing on minority
groups who faced great obstacles in order
to fight for their country. In American
Indian Code Talkers, readers learn that
Native Americans aided the U.S. in both
WWI and WWII ... Go for Broke Regiment
spotlights the Japanese American soldiers
of WWII, most of whom were recruited
from internment camps. The book
notes both the regiment’s success and
how few of these soldiers had homes to
return to at the end of the war. Harlem
Hellfighters explains how this decorated
African American unit fought bravely

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-003-7
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-099-0

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-000-6
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-096-9

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-001-3
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-097-6

during WWI, even though its soldiers
faced extreme prejudice at home. Women
Airforce Service Pilots are the subject
of WASPs, which spotlights how these
women took on difficult tasks—like
helping to train male pilots and flying
broken planes in for repair—but were not
permitted to fight in WWII themselves ...
the graphics will draw reluctant readers
with historical photograhs, colorful time
lines, and startling statistics ...”
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HC ISBN 978-1-68072-002-0
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-098-3

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-004-4
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-100-3

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-005-1
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-101-0

–Booklist
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HI/LO NONFICTION FOR KIDS IN GRADES 4–6
Awful, Disgusting Parasites
Tiny critters in your hair. Wiggling worms in your gut. Grossed out yet?
Awful, Disgusting Parasites will have readers examining these nasty
organisms, including where they thrive and how they impact people.
With diagrams, “fun” facts, and other infographics, readers won’t be
able to look away.
ANIMALS
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HC ISBN 978-1-68072-006-8
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-082-2

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-007-5
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-083-9

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-008-2
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-084-6

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-009-9
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-085-3

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-010-5
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-086-0

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-011-2
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-087-7
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REVIEW
Béisbol! Latino Heroes of Major League Baseball

“Baseball fans will enjoy these short
overviews of some of Major League

Hit a grand slam with this new Hi/Lo baseball series. Profiling the
very best of today’s pro ballplayers who learned the game in Latin
America, Béisbol! is perfect for all your sports fans. Jam-packed
with infographics, stats, and fun facts, these titles will have readers
developing critical thinking skills while simply enjoying a fun book.

Baseball’s biggest Latino stars … While
most of these men had a relatively swift
transition from minor to major leagues,
discussion of Cruz’s many years moving
around to various ball clubs offers a

BIOGRAPHY

message of persistence to readers. The
inclusion of graphics, statistics, trivia, and
a time line at the end of each book makes
them quick picks for browsers and fans.
VERDICT A sound additional purchase
wherever baseball fans can be found.”
–School Library Journal
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HC ISBN 978-1-68072-044-0
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-114-0

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-045-7
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-115-7

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-047-1
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-117-1

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-049-5
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-119-5

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-046-4
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-116-4
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LEVELED TEXT THAT’S STILL FUN TO READ
Football’s All-Time Greats
Packed with stats, charts, and graphs, this series takes a look at some
of the best players and coaches in NFL history. From the era of leather
helmets to today’s finely tuned superstars, this series takes a pass route
through history … and is sure to be a touchdown for readers.
SPORTS AND
RECREATION
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HC ISBN 978-1-68072-038-9
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-108-9

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-039-6
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-109-6

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-040-2
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-110-2

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-041-9
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-111-9

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-042-6
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-112-6

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-043-3
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-113-3
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REVIEW
Gearhead Garage

“With its slick images, bright color
scheme, and straightforward text,

Rev up those reading engines! Gearhead Garage explores the
evolution, design, and technology of the most earth-shaking cars and
motorcycles. With dynamic photos, diagrams, charts, and infographics
galore, these closely leveled offerings will have reluctant readers racing
for more.

this series should appeal to future car
lovers. Presenting information clearly
and concisely, each book is filled with
descriptive passages that note each

SPORTS AND
RECREATION

subject’s history, parts, and future. Facts,
such as cost, fastest speed, and miles per
gallon, present the audience with finer
details that are relevant and, at times,
jaw-dropping. For example, a Formula 1
engine can cost more than $7 million.
Supplementing informational text such
as this are sidebars, time lines, and charts
that lend visual interest and bite-sized
facts, while the use of blues, oranges, and
HC ISBN 978-1-68072-028-0
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-070-9

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-029-7
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-071-6

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-031-0
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-072-3

yellows throughout give each volume a
comic book vibe. What really stands out
are the vibrant photos of the various cars
and motorcycles. Close-up looks at shiny
chrome and glossy paint jobs are a visual
feast and will have intermediate readers
oohing and aahing from one page to the
next. VERDICT Recommended for first
purchase, especially in libraries where
books about transportation vehicles are
always checked out.”
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HC ISBN 978-1-68072-034-1
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-073-0

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-035-8
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-074-7

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-036-5
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-075-4

–School Library Journal
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REVIEW
Invasive Species Takeover

“Killer bees take center stage in this
volume of the Invasive Species Takeover

Angry bees. Fish that eat everything. It’s an invasive species takeover!
This series examines some of the most prominent non-native animals
and plants making an ecological impact in their newfound homes.
With stunning images, graphs, and more, these books are sure to
go viral.

series, opening with a dramatic photo
of a bee-covered person and a story of a
farmer stung to death by these insects.
Designed for struggling readers, the highly
visual format and accessible text is divided

ANIMALS

into four brief chapters that cover the
origin and spread of killer bees, threats
they pose to people and other honeybees,
and efforts to curb their populations ...
Readers will be drawn to the accounts
of bee attacks and learn about invasive
species along the way.”
–Booklist
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HC ISBN 978-1-68072-012-9
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-088-4

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-013-6
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-089-1

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-017-4
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-093-8

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-018-1
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-094-5

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-015-0
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-091-4

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-016-7
eBook 978-1-68072-092-1

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-014-3
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-090-7

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-019-8
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-095-2
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GREAT FOR COMPARE AND CONTRAST DISCUSSIONS
Rank It!
Compare and contrast lessons have never been this fun! Each book
in the Rank It! series highlights 11 of the topic’s most popular
subjects. Using graphs, charts, and diagrams, readers quickly and
easily compare how the subjects stack up. From deadly dinos to
heavy hitters, see how the favorites rank.
VARIOUS
SUBJECTS
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HC ISBN 978-1-68072-058-7
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-076-1

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-059-4
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-077-8

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-060-0
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-078-5

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-061-7
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-079-2

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-063-1
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-081-5

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-062-4
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-080-8
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INFOGRAPHICS FOR VISUAL LITERACY PRACTICE
Strange … But True?
Catch readers’ attention with these striking books about popular
paranormal topics. With maps, timelines, first-person accounts, and
more, readers will have the data they need to decide if the stories are
strange AND true.

PARANORMAL
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HC ISBN 978-1-68072-021-1
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-103-4

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-020-4
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-102-7

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-022-8
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-104-1

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-024-2
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-105-8

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-025-9
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-106-5

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-027-3
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-107-2
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REVIEW
Wild Animal Kingdom

“This entry in the Wild Animal Kingdom
series, part of the Bolt line of high/low

Take readers beyond the zoo and into the habitats of the world’s most
intriguing animals. Diagrams, graphs, and maps give readers visual
literacy practice while also digging into the animals’ appearances,
daily lives, and homes. It truly is a wild animal kingdom out there.

books, cozies up to the red fox. The
interestingly written narrative begins
with a “day in the life” of this creature,
which boasts an arresting photo of a fox
mid-pounce. Next, readers learn that red

ANIMALS

foxes inhabit nearly the entire northern
hemisphere, rural and urban areas alike,
and maintain an omnivorous diet. The
remaining two chapters feature descriptive
facts about family units, the red fox’s
contributions to ecosystems, and its
predators, humans chief among them.
Throughout, numerous color photos and
infographics appear, including a size
HC ISBN 978-1-68072-050-1
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-120-1

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-051-8
eBook 978-1-68072-121-8

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-052-5
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-122-5

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-053-2
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-123-2

chart, a pictorial food chain, and a “By
the Numbers” spread of vulpine facts. A
useful research book for reluctant readers
or kids with a keen interest in animals
that share their world.”
–Booklist
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HC ISBN 978-1-68072-054-9
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-124-9

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-056-3
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-126-3

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-055-6
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-125-6

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-057-0
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-127-0
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INSPIRATIONAL ROLE MODELS FOR ALL STUDENTS
Women Who Rock
Powerful role models come from all walks of life. And these titles
highlight some of the best female role models around. Including
activists, entertainers, and athletes, Women Who Rock will inform
and inspire while pushing readers to think critically about the world
around them.
BIOGRAPHY
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HC ISBN 978-1-68072-065-5
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-128-7

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-066-2
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-129-4

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-067-9
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-130-0

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-068-6
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-131-7

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-069-3
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-132-4

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-064-8
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-133-1
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BOLT IN SPANISH
En la cancha (On The Pitch)
to our Spanish offerings!

SPANISH
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Our expert translators carefully prepared these books with
young readers in mind. These books provide texts that are clear,
authentic, and fun. Written in neutral Spanish, they are perfect
for all Spanish readers.

Score a goal with this fantastic series about the world’s most popular
sport. Explore soccer from many angles, from its popular players to the
rules of the game, and get in on the action. Are you ready to get On
the Pitch?

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-569-8
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-659-6

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-571-1
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-661-9

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-570-4
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-660-2

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-568-1
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-658-9

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-572-8
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-662-6

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-567-4
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-657-2
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Pasión por los motores
(Gearhead Garage)

Tecnología militar (Military Tech)

Go on a wild ride with these fantastic offerings in the Spanish
language. Up-close photos, diagrams, and charts, will have reluctant
readers glued to the page. And the exciting text will have them asking
for more!

Heavy guns, enormous tanks, and sonic-booming airplanes. Get up
close with some of the world’s most high-tech military tools. From
nearly invisible aircraft to highly trained animals, see how technology
plays a key role in today’s fighting forces.

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-574-2
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-664-0

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-579-7
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-669-5

SPANISH

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-575-9
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-665-7
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HC ISBN 978-1-68072-576-6
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-666-4

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-578-0
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-668-8

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-573-5
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-663-3

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-577-3
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-667-1

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-584-1
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-674-9

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-580-3
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-670-1

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-583-4
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-673-2

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-581-0
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-671-8

HC ISBN 978-1-68072-582-7
eBook ISBN 978-1-68072-672-5
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SUBJECT AND SERIES
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